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ABSTRACT

A zero-teaperature real-space renormalization-group method is

applied to the transverse Ising model on planar hexagonal, t r iangular

and quadratic l a t t i c e s . The c r i t i c a l fields and the c r i t i c a l exponents

describing lov-field large-f ie ld t ransi t ion are calculated.
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The application of a real-space renormalization-group (EG) method for

quantum systems has recently at t racted much .interest • RG ideas have been applied

to quantum XY, transverse Ising and antiferrom&gnetic Heiseriberg models (see

Hef3 £-7] and references there in) . The common ground of a l l the ideas is that

the l a t t i c e i s sp l i t into blocks, new operators ,are attached t o each block, and

a new redefined hamlltonian / 4 has the same form as £i but with renormalised

coupling constants. The nev coulping constants are obtained by a projection

procedure which i s perturbation-theory free. Such methods had to be f i r s t

tested on Icnown systems before they could be applied to these with unknown

propert ies. The quite suitable method t o describe the ground s ta te properties

consists in retaining at each i te ra t ion step only the two lowest energy

states [2,8] .

We consider the hamiltonian

H M.z

(1)
i = 1,4 = 1

where T denotes the transverse field; J - coupling constant between nearest-

neighbour s i tes on a planar hexagonal (z=3), triangular (5=6) and quadratic

{s=U) l a t t i c e s ; S , S - spin one-half operator; z - the coordination number.

Our renormalization procedure goes in the following way. The la t t i ce

is spl i t into blocks according to Bef.[2] and the formalism applied is the same

as in Ref.[8]. The one and important difference is that the interaction terms

attached to external bonds of block B 3 (we retain the notation of Ref.[2]) are

included in the interaction part and projected out on the ground state doublet

of the block B 3.

The RG procedure leads to a new hamiltonian -ft with the renormalized

constants T and J which are some functions of the i n i t i a l parameters T

and J . For instance

(2)

The final numerical results referring to the critical fields and to the

critical exponents are obtained from the fixed point of the HG transformations

((r/j) , v, z, n ) and from sealing relations ($, s, n , n ). These data
c z x y

are listed in Table 1, where the definition of the corresponding critical

indices is the same as in Hef.[a] with the interchange n



The classical 3-D Ising model is equivalent [9] to the model (1) in

relation to the critical properties, so the corresponding exponents [2] are

included in Table 1. These results are reasonably reproduced in our

calculations and the deviations from the exact results and from universal

•behaviour are not larger than those of Refs.[5,6,10].

In comparison to the previous results [2], our S, z, ii values are of

the same accuracy, s values are obtained with less accuracy and (f/JO , v,

n values vith hetter accuracy. It is worth noticing that our results referring
if
to the special case z = 6 and block B 3 are remarkably good.
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